New Books
Easy Fiction

Fairylight Friends Time to Shine
By Jessica Young
Winter has come to the Fairy Forest, and best friends Ruby, Iris, and Pip are eager to sample all the winter activities
available like making snow fairies, sledding, and brewing snowflake tea--and building a simple greenhouse so Pip can
start his garden despite the snow.

This Magical, Musical Night
By Rhonda Gowler Greene
Follow along as the symphony orchestra's various instruments are introduced. From violin to trumpet, flute to
trombone, each plays its part, contributing to a grand and mystifying performance. These magical instruments will
transport you in a way only music can. Soar with the strings, float away with the woodwinds, and play in a percussion
thunderstorm! Music can take us anywhere, so celebrate and learn about all the instruments of the orchestra and the
music that unites us.

A Walk in the Words
By Hudson Talbott
When Hudson Talbott was a little boy, he loved drawing, and it came naturally to him. But reading? No way! One at a
time, words weren't a problem, but long sentences were a struggle. As his friends moved on to thicker books, he kept
his slow reading a secret. But that got harder every year. He felt alone, lost, and afraid in a world of too many words.
Fortunately, his love of stories wouldn't let him give up. He started giving himself permission to read at his own pace,
using the words he knew as stepping-stones to help draw him into a story. And he found he wasn't so alone--in fact, lots
of brilliant people were slow readers, too. Learning to accept the fact that everyone does things in their own unique
way, and that was okay, freed him up and ultimately helped Hudson thrive and become the fabulous storyteller he is
today.

Juvenile Fiction

Unicorn Diaries Bo and the Merbaby
By Rebecca Elliott
Merbaby Flo was born with only one fin, unable to swim--so Bo and the other unicorns set out for the Shiny
Sea to find the Golden Fish and ask Goldie to use his magic to help baby Flo.

Magic Tree House Sunlight on the Snow Leopard
By Mary Pope Osborne
The magic tree house is back with a message from Morgan le Fay telling Jack and Annie to seek out "The Gray
Ghost" and listen to her story, and immediately they are whisked away to Nepal where they meet Tenzin, a
climber who has recently lost his family, and who takes them up the mountain to meet a snow leopard and
renew himself.

Calico Illustrated Classics The Jungle Book
By Rudyard Kipling – adapted by Karen Kelly
Classic tale of Mowgli the jungle boy who is raised by wolves after becoming lost when a tiger attacks an
encampment and kills his father.

YA fiction

Cold Hearted: A Tale of the Wicked Stepmother
By Serena Valentino
It's a familiar tale: A kind and beautiful young girl, reeling from loss. A doting father, frantic to bring a mother's love back into his
daughter's life. And the selfish, cruel woman who insinuates herself into that family - a woman so unfeeling, so cold hearted, that
when her new husband dies, she makes the girl a servant in her own home. But who is that evil stepmother, that icy lady of the
house? How did she become so closed off that, in the face of a child's grief, she thought only to seek wealth and power for herself
and her abhorrent daughters? Before that fateful ball, before the glass slipper and the prince, there was another story - a story of
love and grief, of hope and of dreams dashed. It is the story of Lady Tremaine. Even the coldest of villains are sometimes wives and
mothers, women who loved and lost and hoped for something grander for their lives . . . once upon a dream.

Go the Distance A Twisted Tale
By Jen Calonita
What if Meg had to become a Greek god? After Hercules proves he's a true hero and regains his godship, all seems right in the
world. That is, until Zeus tells Meg that she can't be with Hercules because she's, well, mortal. Luckily, Hera has a solution, offering
Meg a chance to prove herself worthy of a spot on Mt. Olympus--as a god. All Meg has to do is complete a mysterious quest. The
mission? Oh, just to rescue her ex's current wife from the Underworld. The ex-boyfriend she saved by selling her soul to Hades. The
ex-boyfriend who immediately moved on to someone else while she was stuck in the Underworld. Can Meg put her past behind her
and use her quick-wit to defeat monsters and gods alike, including the nefarious Hades? Will she finally figure out her place and
contribution to the world? Or will her fear of commitment have her running away from an eternity of godhood with Herc?

Daughter of the Deep
By Rick Riordan
Ana Dakkar is a freshman at Harding-Pencroft Academy, a five-year high school that graduates the best marine scientists, naval
warriors, navigators, and underwater explorers in the world. Ana's parents died while on a scientific expedition two years ago, and
the only family she's got left is her older brother, Dev, also a student at HP. Ana's freshman year culminates with the class's weekend
trial at sea, the details of which have been kept secret. She only hopes she has what it'll take to succeed. All her worries are blown
out of the water when, on the bus ride to the ship, Ana and her schoolmates witness a terrible tragedy that will change the
trajectory of their lives. But wait, there's more. The professor accompanying them informs Ana that their rival school, Land Institute,
and Harding-Pencroft have been fighting a cold war for a hundred and fifty years. Now that cold war has been turned up to a full
broil, and the freshman are in danger of becoming fish food. In a race against deadly enemies, Ana will make amazing friends and
astounding discoveries about her heritage as she puts her leadership skills to the test for the first time.

